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Abstract 
Monitoring is mandatory in hazardous areas with active volcanoes. South Italy countries are 
seriously affected by continuous risk of volcanic ash emissions, explosions and eruptions. In 
particular, Mt. Etna and Stromboli volcanoes requires great efforts by the scientific community to 
develop efficient monitoring systems. Several tasks in surveillance are already being managed by 
authority; anyway, innovative techniques are required to improve the performance of the 
monitoring task which is mandatory to improve the quality of public safety. 
Synergy between competence on geophysical and engineer disciplines must be reinforced to 
develop monitoring systems aimed to increase information needed to promptly manage crisis 
arising from volcanic activities. 
In this paper an innovative monitoring system is proposed. The system is based on smart virtual 
sensors, which assures real-time management of the volcanic activity by providing a large amount 
of information on the time evolution of the observed phenomena. 
The system performs in two parallel tasks: the first aims to optimise the amount of the recorded data 
by a smart real-time processing of the gathered images and gives very rough set of information on 
the ongoing events (explosions, eruptions, ash emissions, etc.), while the second task is aimed to a 
deep analysis of the recorded data to compute statistic indexes characterizing the evolution of the 
volcanic activity observed (area, height, width, aspect ratio, magma flow rate, etc.). 
The prototype of the proposed system is composed by a thermal camera sensor and a PC-based 
environment for data analysis. In particular, two computation tools were developed in the 
LabVIEW environment which provide the above mentioned information on the ongoing activity 
along with a smart processing of the acquired data. The system will be aimed to give useful 
information to the surveillance authority which, on the basis of the obtained results, can suitably 
manage the incoming events. 
